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FUNCTIONS OF CODE-SWITCHING IN A SPANISH/ENGLISH
BILINGUAL:CLASSROOM*

On

:ABSTRACT

Irma. Olmedo-Williams

This paper reports on a study conducted
Spanish/English bilingual
w bilingual children
ternate between their two

ting. A typology of
lessroom is devel-

in a third-gra
classroom to see,
"code- switch' or a
languages in that s*
code-switching in the
taped based Ofl patterns n the_children's
conversations. These patterns reveal that
the children code-switch to attract the
listener's attention and gain,the floor, to
emphasize and clarify aspects of their com-
munication, and to cooperate among themselves
to resolve instances of Miscommunication.
Througk detailed analysis of bilingual
classroom discourse, the study demonstrates
that the ability to switch between two len-
guages,- which is part of the child's commu-
nicative competence, is a linguistic resource
upon which these children capitalize to
communicate more effectively with their
peers ancradults in the classroom.

In the past decade a new dimension h been added to

American classrooms: the use of native languages other than

English to carry out the instructional proce's. This devel-

opment parallels a growing interest in the way children use

language, both at home and in the school setting. Researchers

*Thi s paper was presented at le First Delaware Symposium on
Laiguage Studies, University of Delaware, Newark, October 18,
1974.

co 1979 Irma Olmedo-Williams.



and educators have been interested in exploring the kinds of

knowledge children have that help them use language appropriately.

Bilingual classrooms are consequently bedoming an interesting

arena for researchers, especially those in the fields of socio-

linguistics and classroom interaction.

One important focus of this research involves the exploration

of children's *communicative competence.* The term "communicative

competence" is to be distinguished from Chomsky's *linguistic com-

petence.* Chomsky (1965) was interested primarily in the knowl-

edge needed to produce grammatically correct sentences in a

perion's native language and the recognition of incorrect ones..

'Communicative competence* is a broader term, encompassing the

knowledge necessary to use language jhat is appropriate within

a specific context and across different contexts, including knowl-
\

edge such as when to speak or be silent, when to use a formal or

informal register, and how to adjust language
.

to accommodate the

needs of different aisteners (Hymes, 1971).

Bilingual children in bilingual classrooms both develop and

displa thei e me children

enter school, they have already become socialized into language

use patterns appropriate to their home environments. Children

whose native language is Spanish and who speak it at home, in

addition to having learned the syntactic and semantic aspects of

Spanish for their developmental levels, have learned social rules

about language usage. These social rules might include refraining

from participation in conversations carried out by adults unless

dsked'to do so, not contradicting the statements of elders even



if they are incorrect or untrue* or the proprieties regarding which

language to use with certain people. All of this knowledge about

language usage is pert of their *ciammunicative competence."

Upon entering school, children are exposed to i different

kind of talk. :Heath (1918) refers to classroom discourse as a

register, "a conventionalized way of speaking used in specific

social settings" (p, 1). This talk is directed tabards specific

goals, constrained by the nature of 61assroom roles, and gener-

ally characterized by the use of certain strategies such as

giving directives, providing asp anations and evaluation of re-

sponses (Green, 1977). Bilingual children, aside from adding a

classroom. register to their code-repertoiqs3 may also learn that

their native languages will either not be toleratad or will be

ineffective in getting the message across. In bilingual programs

they may learn that thereAlre times and places where each lan-

guage is to be used or that there are situations when "code-
*'

switching" or alternating betwean their two languages may lead to

more effective communication.

Code-switching is the4topic of this study. It has been
A

defined as "the alternating use of two lan.quages on the woe,
phrase, clause, or sentence level" (Valdes - Fallis, 1978a, p.

This paper describes how bilingual children alternate between

their two languages and what functions such alternations ierite in
4

the classroo, setting. ern : of conversations in this class-

room shows that code-switch ng, rather than being a haphazard

process, exhibits functional patterns, patterns that are similar

to what researchers into the nature of classroom conversation



refer to as instructional strategies. Bilingual children, in

addition to learning a classroom registar, are learning that cod

switching is a StrataWavailable to them far iKproving classroom
;

interaction and negotiating their participation in it.

THEORETICAL. BACKGROUND

In recent years there has been a growing interest in the

code-4witching of bilinguals, Research into this phenomenon has

been carried out in many lang ages* including English and German;

Swedish* Greek, and Italian; two dialects of Norwegian; Hindi and

Punjabi; and Spanish and English. Gumperz (1970 has laid the

groundwork for many of the theoretical concepts that have guided

this research. He argues that code-switching carries social

meaning either by signaling a change in setting, activity, or

participants (situational code-switching) or y highlighting

aspects of a message either through emphasis or contrast and

other stylistic effects. (conversational code-witching). Exam-

ples of situational code-switching are Hispani s switching fo

English when an English speaker enters the con ersation or

speaking one language at home and another at w4wk. An example

of a conversational code-switch might be the insertion of a

Spanish exclamation in an otherwise English sentence to create a

certain emotional climate, such as a Puerto Rian teacher's

comment to her class: "Ay bendrril don't talk so loud!" In

1

this example. though "Ay bondite could be translated into "Oh,

my goodnesslTM, the Spanish exclamation might project a more per-

sonal appeal than its English translation.



One focus of research on code7switching has pointed t sin-
,

tactic pattarns and constraints on this linguistic behavior, a

kind of *grammar of coda-switching.* Poplack (1979) has sumo-

riZed these constraints into two roles; the free morpheme

-constraint and the .iquivalence constraint. The free morpheme

constraint states that *Codes may be switched after any constit-

uent in d]scourse provided that constituent is not a hound

morpheme" (0. 9). !:he gives as an example of this constraint

the fact that no data has shown _Constructions such as IIATCndelo

where a Spanish ending is attached to an English stem. The

equivillence constraint, states that *code-sWi.thin

to occur at points in discourse where juxtaposition of 1.1 Elan-

el
guagel and L2 elements does not violate a syntactic rule of

either language" (Poplack, 1979 p. 10). She gives the example

of the sentence, "I told him. that PA' QUE. LA THAJERA LIOER11."

(1 told him that so that he would bring it fast.) Th*Tiermis

sible switching points would be where the surface structures of

the two languages map onto each others (Poptack,'1979 p. II).

Q the bast of these two constraints, one can conclude that

even when bilinguals code-switch' betwaen their two languages,

they adhere to the grammatical rules of each language In doing so.

A second approach taken to research on code- switching is to

determine why people code-switch by exploring what factors

influence this phenomenon. It is not totally satisfactory to ask

people why they do so. Some people may not be consciously aware

of this alternation in their speech. Others may be embarrassed

try the question since this is 3 socially stigmatized Ilngut tic
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behavior in many quarters, sometimes attributed to inadequate

4nowledge of either languige.,

One way to answer why a code-switcn has occurred in,a conver-

sation is to took 4t samples-of discourse to see if patterns

occur in the alternation. Some of this research has pointed to

the following variables influencing this process: ,characteristics

of tha participants, of the setting band activity, changes in-topic,

and the semantic intentionfof the speaker. The language profi.

ciency, language preference, social identity, and role of the par-

ticip4nts may influence code-switching (Nclure 1978; Poplack,

1978; Ge,li,shis 1Y76). nishits study of.six-year-oids indicated

that the implicit rule they followed was 'speai the language your

listene-: knows best (p. 2). Zentelles study (1978) showed that

cider children would attend to th4:Ainguistic preference of their

addressee and speak the respective language. Poplack'S study

1978) showed that the ethnic identity of the addressee influenced

code-switching patterns since it occurred :core frequently among

oispanics than between a Hispanic and Angle Spanish speaker.

4cLure (1978) showed that role identity influenced code-switching

oce older siblings would often switch languages when assuring

4 parental r caretaker role.

Code.switching patterns were a so influenced by the eharac

teristics of the setting and activity. It occurred more often in

informal settings than in formal ones. Within the ciassroom,

tedcher would conduct the main part Of the lesson In one lanr;uale

and swit h for asides or parenthetical remarks (Zentella, 1978;

Piliips, 1975). Shultz (1975) showedh d t-h at code-switching would

.y*

*ea

S

V VV

..
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gist occur' foe teasing, humor, and game playing.

The topic also influenced code-switching. Fishman 4-sv al.

.97j referred to language specialization by domain, Spanish

being the language of homit,'falaily4 and religion, where4s English

was th language of school and work. ?Notts (1972) found that

code-switching into English occurred in the hose when th,,, topic

turned to schoos. or work-rellted mattes. Poplaok t1979) found a

similer.switch into Spanisk for ethnically loaded topics-suCh AS

conversations on native foods.

Tht last major category to trigger code-switching was the

semantic intention of the speaker. Researchers have pointed to

the following functions code-switching serve dt to quote another

Person's speech signal a 'position of authority, distinguish

between personal and impersonal converz.ations, attract the
r

-ddressee's attention, and elaborate upon and clarify aspects of

a sentence (Valdes-Fallis, 1978b; Gumpe,z, 1976 Mclurel 1978).

The previous studies form the basis for mucn of what is

known about code-switch%M- However, few of the studies focus on

language usag5/among children and even fewer on detailed analysir

of bilingual classro4m discourse. This was the area investigated

in our study.

BACXGROUND OF SIUOY

The study )eported here is part of a larger study on language

usage tn a bilingual classroom.' The research was carried out in

The larger study is the author's doctoral dissertation, "Functions
of Code-Switching as a Communicative Strategy in a Spanisn-En9lish
Bilingual Classroom, rent State Univers. ty, Oecember, 1980.
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d thirdmgrade classroom in Northern Oh The school is located

in a city with a 'large Puerto RiCoa population* the heaviest con-

centration being right in the vicinity of the school. gany of the.

,Puerto Ricens migrated to the city around World War IA but itiew\,

migrants cOntinue to coma every yearn Therefore* there is always

e monolingual Spanish population inthe

The wain participants for the study were a grdur, of S to 16.

students in the classroum. Two of the students were Spanish pono-

1ingua1 s* three othersiwere Spanish dominanto three were more

balanced bilinguals* and the rest ,were English dominant. 2
The

teacher for the class was a Puerto Rican bilingual* brought up and

educated on the island* but quite fluent en English.

cats Gatherna

For the larger st9dy* a total of :Pt hours of conversations

'44 taped over a four -a ontn period between September and December.

These included recordings of two small.Spanish language arts

groups during structured lessons with their teacher and Informal

conversations among themselves, En i h /angusge arts

sons and math lessons involving the entire-class.. and several

recordings of peer teaching situations in which a bilingual

tay71 FrIc:3 to Spanish fronolingval and Spanish dominant

cn114-en.

,onuersations Ourihg Spanish Language its sessions and

;leer teaching episodes formed the major data base for

4-7nese /udgmerts were based in part on the ,choOlst classifica ion
frem olacement records but were revised based on teacher and
researcher observations. In general. they coincided with self-
reports on their language proficiency given by tht children.



this paper 1t was in these situations that the Spanish-speaking

children were able to use both languages since tnere were no

Eng1tsh zonaliacue s involved. Prelimjnary observations ind4cated

that in the peresin e of English m000linguals$ with, few exteptions,

Eftglish was used. Durilig Spanish language arts sessions, students

were en aged either fn structured lessons with the teacher or

researcher cr in informal conversations among themselves. During

the peer'teaching situations, one student ('U) taught English

vocabulary and pronlenciatiln_ to one or °more Spanish_Aonalingual

or Spanish dot:I./wit students. This last set of recordings was

e;ecialli interesting betause one could-see the peer teacher

emplcying many of the Strategies utilized the regular teacher

tne classroom and using -note languages to do lo.

tt172.52222% for ilata Analysis_

research into Plingual classrooms and code-switching in that

settinq is still in its infancy. in4s is one reason why a stra is-

;

tical nynotnesis testing approach did not seen appropriate for

t'fl= -itudy. Rather, the methodology undertaken was to identify

Patterns, using an etnnographic approach to the data.

An ethno4raphic approach helps to define the relevant Vari-

atles'as tney occur in natural settings (Erickson., 1977). TO115

Ipproacn to the reseah*IyitIds hypotheses that can leed tp later

stal.ist;cal test1 N. ~of thi$ study the approdch Involved audio

tapol9.part cipaotss conversations to document classroom talk. and

tike 'retrvspec ive analysis possible, capturing contextual factors

as :;art of the data base for aWalysis, Incorporating the

researher's role as a participant A the setting and us n it
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inout into the aAalysiss.,developing the categories_for analysis

largely based on Aatterns in the data itself rather ti 'on pre-

set categories, 'and including -the Participantsi-interpretations

as part of the anatysis.

The questions to be answered were the fo/lowing:

What functions strategies, patterns) can we identify
in the code-switthing in this classroom?

Do these bilingua1 children employ code-switching to
resolve instances of miscommunication or potOrtial
communication breakdowns?

iitalan.tttarlada
T* faflowansts were taken in carrying out :he analysis'

Stto it identifying instances of code-switching.

An important focus of this study was to explore the ability

children to use the full resources of both languages. There-

fore. the working definition of code-switching was alterna ion

'etween two languages -y the sane speakeiv 'Intrapersonal code-

switcninW either within that child's teen at soeak1fi9 or at h

seer next turn in the episode. A code-swttch coul4 occur intro-
'

s/

sehtentially of- "Intersententtal ly. The. Wish and pantsn

;iortions of a code-switch 'sad to clearly belong to one or the

other Ianc;ilaqe kowever, somecommon,English loan\*ords inserted

to a Spdnich message were not considered instances of code-

ch1ng but were seen as a part of a Puerto Rican variall:- of

spe

:a teache tAs1 4 the teacher) where

-tedry:er- ts coon' y 47,o4 ever by .ronolingua! uert-
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There were Many conversations n which both English mid

Spenish.were used.1 but each speaker.' spoke only one laneuace;

These conversations were special in-tnat they pointed to receo7

tipe language skill on the part of the children, ther ability

to receive 1 messaie in one. IlanguagPAlid resoon rrectly in

the other Vhnguage. A few of trOse "interpersonal" code-Swi.tches

were, incladed in theanalysig if there were iestances of miecom-
,

munication that needed to be resolved. This was done tg explore

ways enlIdren,would attempt to resolve these communication break-
4

Ste 2: :do.ntifying the t;isde

Gemperz 196) 'argues that if one i adequetely-interpret

the meanin'OJf a code-switch.-it is necessary tvstudy messaset.

tn "Jle c:7ntext of entire passages, rather than limiting the anal-

ysip to-the internal structure of each'Sentence. For tftissta.dyi

'.'episode" became the relevant passa e. The ecIscde has been

11
e.e,1 as a -.it of Interaction between two or more speakers.

.e7Prally around tire same-tepic, and with an identifiable begin--&.

r11/14.3 ar,.! end point (Genisht. :976). Tne episode could also be

defined.,by the fact that students were engaged in the same act'''.

y. An example of an episkAe might be a question and answer

session after a story. The episode would start with the teacher

aseiwg the'questipne; it would include the answers given bi the

sdents, and it w3uld end when the teacher acknowledged their

4

.

:4

.tnsfiers and Flayed on to another actfvfty. An episode can also

divided into sub-oarts. each of whicil has definable poundaries.

4

13'
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Step 3: Describing the cbntext.

*Contexts-aTe.,ivtstituted by what people are doing and \where

and when they are doing 1-t* (Erickson and Shultz, 1977; p. 6).

There were many situations in which the funition of the code-

switch could only be determined by considering it in relation to

what other speakers Said or did, that is, the code-switch itself

is tied to other messages or behaviors that occur w"thin the .con-
.

veNtion. Cook-Gumperi and Gumper (1976) argue that context is

a fraTing device for the semantic interpretation of message

intent p. 2), or the eatra-linguistic.phenomena in which, in

a sense, the tela is embeddid4 ;p. 3). The description of the

context was therefore part *of ttie analysis.

) Some of the.cantextual cues r4ied.upon for explaining the

40 notion of a code-switch include the following: characteristics

of the prticioants, especially linguistic proficiency or domi-

nance and role; and paralinguistic cues, such as intonation,
'wok

stress and pitch, and behavioral cues. For example; exaggerated

stress and pitch on the part clfoa Spanish dominant student when

uttering'an English Sentence might indicate that he or she is,

teasinc a fellow student, whereas a similar intonation contour

on.-the part of a bilingual student who.is in a peer teaching 'role

might indicate that he or she is engaged in an instructional

strategy, modeling in the second language. Laughter on the part,

of participants would be an additional cue to-confirm such an

interpr-etatiOn.

41 A Jescription of the context may never be complete; but

looking at surface level cues, we can begin to get an objective

14'



picture on how participants work with each other's messages. in

additionv'one can also elicit the input of the participants in

making an interpretation of their behavior.3
Step 4: Developing a typology,

This involved the following process !

a. examining and synthesizing existing typologies, (Gumperz,

1976; Mclure, 1978 Valdes- Fallis, 1973a; Hatch, 1976). These

were also examined in relation to Halliday's seven functions of

language in children (1973). a

b. Analyzing the audio-taped data and extracting patterns

from it.

c. Using these patterns and previous typologies to develop

a typal, ogy of code-swiAhing in the classroom.

RESULTS

Table 1 gives the typoloay of code-switching derived from

the analysis of the tapes.

There are some general comments that can he made about code-

sovitching in this classroom. English was the predominant language

df tea classroom. Most of the instruction took place in English,

with the exception of Spanish Language Arts and Spanish as a

Second Language lessons. These amounted to about 45 minutes a

day. Sut even during these times, students used a great deal of

English.

3 Such a procedure was followed in the larger study. A modified
triangulation technique was undertaken to elicit student and
teacher interpretations of their code-switches.



Table 1

. TYPOLOGY OF CLASSROOM CODE- SWITCHING` PATTERNS

Regu4tort (REG)

Speaker switches languages
to control the: behavior of
a participant in the group,
regulate speaking turns,
and threaten or criticize
a member of the group'to
change that person's behavior.

Emphasis (EMPZ

SpOker switches Anguages to
underline a me,_ and place
special stress twit.

Attention Attraction (ATT)

Speaker switches languages to
get recegli4tion,:Oid for floor,
or assert ability.

Lexicalization (LEX)
4

Speaker switches languages
either because el lexical
need, cultural association,
or frequency of use-of vo-
cabulary in one language.
Can include random and high
frequency of items, such as
numbers, letters of the
alphabet, discourse markers,
etc.

Clarification (CLA)

Speaker switches languages to
insure comprehension and re-
solve instances of miScommuni-
cation or ambiguity. Ipcludes
strategies such as repeating,
expanding, or paraphrasing a
message. Also includes re-
quests for clarification.

Instructional (INS).

Speaker switches languages-to
teach vocabulary in the second
language..

Speaker switches 14nguages for
humorous purposes, punning,
teasing, insult garnet, etc.

AAAmittlasinsitalltall
.47

::Speaker switches languages.to
accommodate, the linguistic need
or choice of addressee. Can
include sequential switches
where one speaker switches-lan-
guages after another speaker
has done so. Also includes
switches to exclude others from
the interaction.

Miscellaneous (MISC)

Code-switches that did not fall
into any of the above categories.
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Code-switching patternsiwere influenced by the nature of the

task and the presence of the teacher. For example, a Spanish

reading lesson with its accompanying discussion with the teacher

yielded only two instances of codeswitchiag, whereas a Spanish

word game among the children yielded 15 code-switches. This

finding supports previous research (Sh.ultz, 1975) on the incidence

of code-switching during structured lessons vs. informal class-

. room conversations.

The typology on Table I gives the patterns identified in the

data. In this paper, two of the patterns are reported, with cor-

responding examples. These patti?ns would be classified under

the categories "Clarification.and Emphasis" and "Attention Attrac-

tion."

Pattern 1--In giving directions, clarify and emphasize your

instructions by repeating, paraphrasing, or giving examples in

the alternate language.

Example 1--Peer teaching episode. Mi (Bilingual) is teaching

English vocabulary to Ja (Spanish Monolingual-SM) and El (SM) and

Ma (Spanish dominant-S0).4 She gives them the word that they are

to repeat and explains the directions in both languages.

Transcript Translation and Gloss of Cues

Mi: "Ham" "Ham" .Mi gives the word.

Este aqui. This one here. (Points to word in
book.)

Vamos a decir esto We are going to say this

4
The following abbreviations are used: B m Bilingual, SM m Span-
ish Monolingual, SO m Spanish Dominant, ED - English Dominant,
Rem Researcher, Gr Group, and Te m Teacher. All other abbre-
viations stand for children's names.

17
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4 vaces.

Esto 4 vecas y

asto 4 veces.

4 times.

This 4 times and

this 4 times. (Points to other
wards in book.)

FOUR TIMES ALL OF THEM. Code-switches to English usin
slower rate.

All: "Ham, ham, ham, ham." (The students repeat the word.)

Example -2- -Peer teaching episode. Mi is teaching English

vocabulary to a group of. students (Ja, El, and Ma). She is using

a seyf word cards. She wants to read all the word cards first

and have the students listen, then have them repeat after -her.

The students think that she wants them to repeat after each word.

ranscri t

Mi: Fi st I'll say it
then you guys.

Ja: "fat"

Mi: PRIMER() 70, ENTONCES
CUANDO 70 ACABE TODITO,
LE DIGO.

Ma: "fat"

Mi: "Don't say it.
CUANDO YO LO DIGO
SE QUEDAN CALLA'O.
When I say it, you
keep...you hear it.

Translation and Cues

Mi gives directions while holding
up word card with word "fat" on it.

Ja reads word from card.

"First me, then
when I finish everything,
I'll tell you." (Mi repeats direc-
tions and switches to Spanish.)

Ma reads word from card.

Mi addresses Ma in English.
"When I say it, you keep...you hear
it." (Mi switches to Spanish and
switches back to English to repeat
her directions.)

In example 2, it is interesting to note tha Mi begins her

directions in English, even though this is a Spani dominant

group. This may be a reflection of classroom la,h wage rules,

similar to the patterns used by the teacher durin English lan-

guage arts. First, instructions are given in English for the

Is



group as a whole and%then repeated in Spanish for the Spanish

dominant students.

One variation on Pat'.orn I was the way children cooperated

among themselves to solve ins,tances of miscommunication or poten-

tial_ communication breakdowns. In such cases, one Student would

frequently take an the role of spontaneous translator for the

rest of the group,\ or for the member who may have misunderstood.

Example 3--ReSearcher has been reviewing Spanish vocabulary

words with Spanish language arts group. One of the words was

"te:a" (fabric), and the researcher asked the members of the

group if they knew how to sew.-"Sil_ral students answer at the

same time in Spanish, except Sal, who responds in English. Sol

is rated as bilingual but tends 'to initiate in English.

Transcri2S Translation and Cues

Re: LY Vds. saben coser? "And do you know how to sew ?"
Re addresses question to group.

Gr: Yo 86 un poqui o.
Yo s6.

Sol: I KNOW.

"I know a little."
"I know." (Several students
answer at the same time.)

Sol responds in English.

Pa: Yo tengo una mdquina de "I have a sewing machine."
coser.
Mi mama tiene una
mdquina pa' coser.

Sol: WE DO TOO, BUT I SEW
BY HAND.

Re: ,Si?' LCdmo dijiste?
LCOmo dijiste que yo no
to oi?

Pa: Ella dice que ella sabe
coser con la mano.

"My mother has a sewing machine."
Pa (bil) addresses the group in
Spanish.

Sol addresses group in English.

"Yes? Wht did Otu say?
What did 3om say, I didn't hear
you?"

She says that she knows how to sew
ty hand.." (Pa translates Solis
clmment.)
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In example 3, Sol has spoken in English* whereas the other

students have spoken in Spanish. When there is a communication

breakdown, as when the researcher asks her to repeat her comment
a.

because she has not heard her, Pa translates Sol's comment for

the researcher. It is interesting to note that the translation

is completely idiomatic. Though the expression is I sew by hand

in English, PA translates into idiomatic Spanish, "I sew with the

hand."

Example 4Researcher is asking students questions from a

Spanish book. The object of the lesson is practicing numbers in

Spanish. One question is about the children's addresses. The

participantsare a Spanish language arts group. Both Jo and Vi

are English dominant, though Jo seems to speak more Spanish in

the class.

Transcript Translation and Cues

Re: LEn qua cane viva° tr "What street do You live on?"
Researcher addreyses Jo.

Jo: 00? En la vointinuova. "Me? On 29th Street." (Jo responds.)

Sawa(

Re:

Jo:

to la calle.

En la veintinuevc.

Vi: I DON'T KNOW MY STREET.

Re: La veintinueve. OK.
Vi.J0 en la weLhtinuewe.

Vi:

Vi, Za misma.

Yo vivo en la callt;
de.... (Pause)

"On street.... (Re attempts to
have Jo give a complete sentence.)

"On 29th Street." (Jo repeats
address.)

Vi whispers to another student in
English.

"Twenty ninth. OK.
I live on 29th Street." (Re models
the sentence for Jo.)
"And you Vi, the same one."
(Re turns to Vi and asks the same
question.,

"Ilive on street...." (Pause)
Vi begins to answer but does not
give a number.
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Re: 061:40 vivo!? tu Vi.

Vi: (Silence)

Jo: WHAT STREEV DO YOU Jo switches to English and addresses
LIVE ON? Vi. he translates Re's question.

41 Re: i,En/04 oalie7

Jo: WHAT STREET DO YOU LIVE Jo repeats question in English.
ON?

Vi: I DON'T KNOW 1HE STREET. Vi responds to Jo in English.

Where do you live Vi?"
(e repeats,question.)

Vi is quiet and does not respond.

S

On what street?* (Re repeats.)

In examp4e 4* Jo noted that there was a communication break

down, as evidenced by the fact that Vi did not respond to the

question. He translated the teacher's comment in an attempt to

correct' the breakdown, and Vi responded. Such code-switching. was

a frequent form of cooperation among the children.

Pattern 2--If you do not succeed in attracting the attention
;

of the listener and bidding for the floor by using language:A*

switch to language S.

Example 1--Teacher is conducting a reading lesson and dis-

cussion with a Spanish languagg arts group. The story was about

a trip from Puerto Rico to the States.' As an introduction to the

story, she begins to ask students to tell how they got to where

they are liv,ng. She had asked one student, Ev (ED) but another

student, Cr (ED) wants to resporid.

Transcript Translation and Cues

4111 Te: c6mo viniete aqui? And now did you get here?"
Te addresses Ev.

"By plane.° (Ev responds.)

Cr: Wra, Prira, when I was Cr attempts to get teacher's atten-

411
a little baby. tion and uses Spanish and

Ev: En cvi6n.

21
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le: an avion?

Cr: tem.

Te:

Cr:

Lv:

i/e7:2 to couerdas2

mira4 when 1 was a
little baby.

V406 tiampo....

Cr: Mira, mra, ("stand°,
=Lando zio era ohioa4
yo itetaba, yo Getaba*
aqut.

aey plane* (Te addresses Ey and
ignores Cr's statement.)

"took.* (Cr addresses teacher
again.)

*Do you remember?* (Te asks Ey.)

Cr again attempts to get the floor,

Along time ago....* (Ev talks
.about her experience.)

"Looks looks when, when I was
Tittles I was, 1 was here." (Cr
switches to Spanish.)

Cr had-tried to attract the teacher's attention and bid for

the floor. When she is unsuccessful in English, she switches to

Spanish and gives her experience.

Example 2--Spanish language arts students are writing

Spanish sentences based on a picture they have described. Dne

student, Jo, is haying difficulty spelling some words. Sine

several students talk at the same time, he is not succeeding in

getting his question answered.

Transcript Translation and Cues

Jo: How do you spell pio;160 Jo asks question of group.

Sol: E: pichLn
guJano.

e un

Jo: How do you spell c?

"The bird has a worm. Sol has
been reading her sentences aloud
and continues to do so.

Jo asks question of group.

Sol! 'fo Zr's 9.-ontaia2. "I see the mountains." Sol contin-
ues to read.

Jo! How do you spell cr.?

Sol : f'torca.

Jo repeats question.

'The flowers." Sol continues to
read.

22.



,.'75mc oacriba eZ?

Re: 4eE? 4ei?
4r6mv ea eserag el7

Cr: ' L.

When Jo is JOSUC

code-switches to Spanish.

:itiow do you write eV" 4o switcheS
to Spanish to ask question.

"the, the? Now do you write the?"
(Re asks group.)

£ L." (Cr spells the word.)

n letting his question answered, he

Example 3--Re is telking with the Spanish- language arts.

group about the kinds of sports they play. When addressing the

boys with a queStion. one girl g Cr wantSto respond.

Transstial Translation and Cues

Cr:

4Y :a pi/Zoita?
4; 7de. les gusta?
ZA Vde. Zoe muchaahos
4;ut guava iugar pelota?

ha.
A mi ef, A mi at.
I LIKE I LIKE

Cr answe

*And baseball?
Do you like it?
Do you boys like to play ba Oen?*
(Re addresses questfon to group
but elicits answer from boys.)

"Uhum.
I like it. I like it."
Cr speaks cut and repeats her
comment in both languages.

s the question not addressed to her. She translates

her comment into both languages in an attempt to get the floor.

It is )nteresting to note that botn her comments are idfcmaticaIly

correct'.
a

Example 4-- Spanish language arts group is writing sentences.

Several students are having difficulty in attracting the atten-

tion of the researcher Since she is helping another student.

T ansc ipt Translation and Cues

Jo: Nios., "Boys.
low do you spell riRoo? Jo asks question of the group.
How do you spell niAca? He wants to knew how to spell

the word wniploo."
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Ev i.axo as eacribe
jugasdol

Sol: Mira, mirg, Jos n r os
coax jugando oon
bola.

Ev: LOOK ATHINE, HEY.

Jo: Naos, ain't it?
That says niios.
(Pause)
That says nilloa
(Pause,
aso 'rm. sacs?

"How do you %,oel l 04galodOm
Ev .asks question ofjresearcner,

°Looks look, the children are
playing with the ball.°
Scl reads her sentence.

Ev switches to English and
addresses Re who is listening
to Sol.

Jo asks question of Re-rho is
'listening to another student.

Jo repeats question.

"Does that say miSice*
Jo switches to Spanish to as his
question.

;74e! vii0e. Re responds.

In example 4, both Ev and Jo code-switched. Ev InWated her

question In Spanish. When she did not get a response, she

switched into English. Jo Initiated his question In English.

Shen he did not get a response, he switched into Spanish. It is

Igloo ant to note that it is not the direction of the switch that

carries mewling, but rather the contrast itself. It would be

incorrect to say that one language serves only particular func-

tions in the classroom. It appears from the data that both

languages can be and are used by these children for all classroom

functions. However, a common strategy is to code - :switch when one

of the two languages does not appear to be effective,

Arta

DISCUSSION Alit) CONCLUSION

ysis of bilingual classroom discourse snows that coCe

swItching is patterned behavior and carries social meaning.

Tnese patterns reveal that children do alternate between their



to languages to attract the attention of the listener and gain

the flgor, to emphasize and clarify aspects of their communica-
,

tion, and to cooperate among themselves t. resolve instances of

miscommunication. The abilitY to.swivch between two languages

is a linguistic resource that these children capitalize 'soon to

communicate more effectively with their peers and adults in the

classroom.

Althouigh these children dtd use Spanish in the classroom when

interacting with their'peerso they used English to a Bauch' larger

extent. even Some who were Spanish dominant. . The extent of

English usage among the children raises questions about the ccn-

ce t of a we vs. "they' code for these bilinguals. Research on

adult Hispanics has pointed to the use of Spanish for in-group--

interaction and for creating a climate of intimacy or solidarity

(aldes ralIis. 1978b; Gumperzt 1976). whereas English becomes

identff ed more with "out-group' relationships, to be used with

non - Hispanics on more formal or power relationships. In studying

the interaction of the children in this dlassroom, we see a

reversal. The "in-group* in this case is the peer group, whereas

the "'out-group is the sdult,,, It appars that the peer group

takes precedence over the ethnic group where language usage norms

are concerned. For these bilingual children, English seers to be

the language of "in-eroup" relationships. whereas Spapish is the

language of more formal relationships, reserved more for child-

J441t interactionsx Observations of playground conversations also

-Pported this claim as well as children's self-reports on their

language usage with their siblings. An alternative explanation.
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howevers is the importance of cantina, 14 deiernining ladguage

using norAs: 47h4school.sh0 the classroom may'be:Percilved as an

English dominant sOtings,and.this perception nay also carry over

to the playground. io detailed study was conducted of the chil-

dren's language usage in their homes to test-lihether they actually

used,ntore English with their s40..i.ngs. Detailed, d.iscodrse

sis of conversation 10 that setting would -give a more cpnlete
piciiiriof these children's communicativne competence.
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